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THE
Vol. XVIIi, No. 5

Virginia Uehne

PLACEMENT
STRUGGLES
Ten years ago Villanova Law School did
not have a Placement Office. There are
those who maintain that it still does not.
Disparaging remarks such as this by the
local wags is a tell-tale sign of the pressures
generated by the increasingly difficult job
market on both the Placement Office and
''tKe
'Stuaem. ••
.
Initial statistics of the Placement Office
for the class of 1981 may indeed seem to
give cause for alarm. Although the numbers
are soft, as of October 1981, only 50% of the
class was estimated to be employed. This
compares to a 56% employment rate at the
same time, a year previous, for the class of
1980.
Virginia Dehne, Director of Placement,
however, is not overly pessimistic about
these figures. By April of 1981, 95% of the
class of 1980 had obtained legally related
jobs. In light of the current job market,
Virginia Dehne was absolutely "stunned"
that the October employment percentages
were as close as they were.
Secondly, of those getting jobs, salaries
appear to be acceptably high. (See
statistics) Dehne further noted that of
those who had received jobs, an "extra
ordinary" nimiber of them were very satis
fied with the position they had obtained.
Thus job satisfaction does not seem to be
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sacrificed in the scramble to become em
ployed.
For the Placement Office, the changing
socioeconomic scene has made its function
more critical and perhaps more misun
derstood, according to Dehne. It is
"definitely" more difficult today then ten
years ago to get a job," she stated but she is
convinced that there are jobs out there for
every Villanova graduate and that "we can
help them find jobs." The day when jobs
were offered on silver platters is a thing of
the past. Several law review graduates from
last year are still without jobs. The law
graduate of today, Dehne stated, must be
diligent in his job hunt and look beyond the
traditional sources of employment. Thus
the role of the Placement Office, according
to Dehne is not and cannot be "to get people
jobs; just to give the opportunities, advise
and resources to prepare students so they
themselves can then do an effective job
hunt," and find themselves employment.
Only 10% to 12% of the graduates of
Villanova receive jobs through on-campus
interviewing and the four-in-one program,
according to the Placement Director. Thus,
for those who are not in the top quarter of
the class, a well orchestrated, multifaceted
assault on the legal establishment is called
for.
The Placement Office is attempting to
give more concrete opportunities for those
in the bottom three quarters of the class.
Not only are an increased number of firms
visiting the school but the on campus in
terviewing has been extended over much of
the year. This is especially true for small
and medium size firms who do not know
their hiring needs until much later in the
school year and therefore, do not interview
during the fall. The Placement Office is
also attempting to lure more corporations
onto campus as private industry is begin
ning to realize the value of doing their own
legal work rather thaa paying enormous
legal fees to various law firms.
In addition, the Placement Office is at
tempting to alleviate the parochial
reputation of the law school by increasing
the number of contacts outside the Phila
delphia area. The Alumni Program has been
built up from about 50 to 200. Establishing
contacts is an extremely critical function of
the Placement Director's job and many a
luncheon for Virginia Dehne is taken up
wooing potential firms and employers. Each
of the job listings on the Placement Board
is not put up by a little elf in the middle of
the night, explains Dehne, but because a
contact, made by her or some other member
of the school's faculty or administration,
came through.
Being Director of Placement is obviously
a somewhat trying job. However, Virginia
Dehne, while acknowledging the pressure,
states she enjoys the position and further
more would prefer to work at Villanova
then at a more prestigious law school as the
placement program here is still evolving in,
hopefully, the same manner that the school
itself is, one that is "dynamic, growing and
vital."
Dehne is especially impressed with the
current first year students who seem to be
armed to the teeth with realism and have
availed themselves of the information and

(Continued on page 3)

LaFaice Speaks on Love Canal
John LaFaice waited until the following
year when he finally convinced President
Carter to declare the site a National
Disaster area. That was the first time a
man-made calamity was declared a national
disaster area.
Since the Summer of 1978, there have
been many problems involved with obtain
ing relief for the residents and for the city
of Niagara Falls.
In 1978, the approximately 1,000 people
who lived in the immediate vicinity of the
Love Canal were temporarily relocated with
Federal funding. These people, faced with
immensely devalued homes and a firm
belief that the area was dangerous, sought
permanent relocation. The Congressman,
along with Senator Javitz, sponsored an am
biguous rider to an appropriations bill,
which was, as they had intended, inter
preted to permit the Federal Government to
pick up the tab on permanent housing.

Congressman LaFaice
By Andy Zeidin
On Wednesday, January 27, 1982, the Envirormiental Law Group of Villanova Law
School presented a talk by U.S. Congress
man John J. LaFaice entitled "Hazardous
Waste
Disposal: The Government's
Responsei"
John LaFaice, a Villanova Law Alumnus,
represents the district of New York that encompetsses the notorious Love Canal
hazardous waste dump.
John LaFaice briefly reminisced about
his Law School experienceg characterizing
them as the most difficult, yet most enjoy
able three years of his life. Then the Con
gressman delved into the problenl of toxic
waste disposal. He stated that the problem
of toxic waste disposal generally was
not considered a public concern in this
country during the years in which the prob
lem was growing more acute. This lack of
concern was manifested by the lack of the
development of a public policy in this area.
The Love Canal disaster was a turning
point in this country's approach to toxic
waste disposal.
Love Canal, an old abandoned ditch, was
used by the Hooker Chemical Company in
th 1940's and 50's as a disposal site for
pesticides and other chemical wastes. In
1953, after being filled in with dirt, the site
was sold for a nominal price to the local
school district which in turn sold it to
developers who constructed housing on it.
The construction company apparently
breached the dirt cap over the ditch and
rainwater
subsequently leached the
chemical wastes into the houses.
In the Summer of 1977, Congressman La
Faice was alerted to the problems of an
unbearable stench emantating from the
basement of these homes as well as an un
usually high incidence of health problems
such as still births, birth defects and can
cers. Unable to get the attention of the
U.S.E.P.A., New York Department of
Health, and the President, among others,

One of the problems with the situation
was that various local, state and federal
politicians and bureaucrats, the Justice
Department, and the Media all had dif
ferent perceptions of the problem and were
all seemingly influenced by their own in
terests. As a result, the public's perception
of the problem was not based on the facts
and this caused problems in dealing with
the residents of the area.
During the question and answer pe>iod
which followed, Congressman LaFaice
explained that the imposition of liability on
Hooker Chemical Company has been dif
ficult because of the statute of limitations,
proof of causality and the intervention of
other parties such as the school board and
the developers. He promised to look into
the matter of the duration of time that
chemical companies are presently required
to keep their waste disposal records.
Generally, John LaFaice feels that
hazardous wastes Eire a necessary by-pro
duct of modern society but that strict
federal regulations as well as Ein increase in
the number of licensed waste sites would
help alleviate some of the problems.
The presentation was an idea of
Professor John Hyson who was impressed
with a previous speech he heard LaFaice
deliver. Because LaFaice is a Villanova
Law Alumnus, he felt that it would be par
ticularly appropriate for him to speak at the
Law School. Dave Mills, President of the
Environmental Law Club assumed the
responsibility of setting up the speech with
the Congressman as well as taking care of
the publicity. The event was sponsored by
the Environmental Law Group with Dean
O'Brien and S.B.A. funding. The audience
included Dean O'Brien and Dean Abraham,
several law professors and law students
from area law schools as well as other in- '
terested members of the public. The event
concluded in the lounge at which time they
have the opportunity to informally pose
questions to the Congressman.
The year-old Environmental Law Group
encouraged with the success of the program
is now preparing to plan other events.

FINANCIAL AID: THE BLEAK PICTURE
By Teresa Nazario
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Any students planning to obtain some
form of financial aid to help pay for their
next year of law school take note: the funds
you are relying on may not be available.
Sandra Mannix, Director of Financial Aid
for the law school, expressed serious con
cern about the level of aid available for
students next year. There are no definite
numbers detailing the cuts to government;
financial aid programs. It is certain,
however, that there will not be as much
money available in 1982 as there was last
year. '
The most serious cuts appear to be in the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
President Heagan has announced that he
would like to kill the whole program. He has

not been successful as yet but any student
who earns more than $30,000 a year must
complete a "needs analysis" to show
eligibility for the loan program. This in
cludes students who are financially depen
dent on their parents and whose parents
earn more than $30,000 a year. The effect of
this regulation is to weed out those students
who are not truly^needy but are using the
$5,000 a year loan for non-educational pur
poses. This regulation, Ms. Mannix says, is
reasonable and no one has serious ob
jections to it. But if the President is suc
cessful, the whole program will be
abolished and many needy students will be
seriously affected. She states that 85% of
the students at Villanova receive Guaran
teed Student Loans.

Other federal sources of aid for haw
students are National Direct Student Loans
(NDSL) and Work-Study. The NDSL
program will be severely limited next year
but is expected to continue at the reduced
level of funding for one more year. This
program offers students low interest loans
from the federal government which come
through the schools. Students must meet
eligibility requirements and loan amounts
are much less than those received through
the Guaranteed Student Loan program.
Similarly, work-study funds are being cut
during 1982 but the total demise of the
program is not predicted. At least not yet.
Funds for work-study also come from the
federal government but students work for

(Continued on page 6)
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A UNIQUE COURSE UNDER FIRE
by Colette Buchanan
Villanova Community Legal Services is a
unique course which combines the at
tributes of a class and a student organiza
tion with a clinical program entailing client
counseling, trial preparation and in some
instances court appearances.
Started as a volunteer program by
students in 1972, VCLS became an ac
credited course in 1975. At that time Joseph
Wenk, a VLS graduate who had worked in
the program while a student, became a
professor at the Law School and began
teaching the Legal Services class. Second
year students earned two credits for a
year's participation and third year students
received one credit for supervisory work.
Now VCLS is a four credit course for third
year students and a two credit course for
second year participants, and latter having
a lighter workload and less responsibility.
The VCLS course runs for a full year,
unlike other courses by the Law School.
The classes, which are taught by Professor
Peter Goldberger, are much like other cour
ses that utilize non-traditional teaching
methods. In addition to readings and exer
cises, students take part in simulated coun
seling sessions. These simulations serve as
preparation for the field work.
Students in VCLS work on actual cases
for real clients under the direct supervision
of staff attorneys of the Delaware County
Legal Assistance Association. Second year
students are asked to work a half-day a
week at the Chester office of DCLAA, while
3Ls average one full work day per week.
Work includes interviewing clients,
research, and assisting in preparation of
cases for court. Third year participants are
eligible for and given the privilege of ap
pearing in court. This is possible under a
special rule in Pennsylvania which allows
third year law students to appear in court
under supervision.
The Legal Services practice is a general
civil practice, including cases in the major
areas of family law, consumer law, housing,
legal services for the elderly, and govern
ment benefits. It is like any other general
civil practice, except the clients are all poor
people. About half the clients of DCLAA
are from Chester itself and the other half
from the various suburbs of Delaware
County.
The cases students work on include:
custody, child protection services, adop

THANKS!

A word of thanks to Jon Birnkrant who
has been editor in chief of the Docket for
the past year. One quickly appreciates the
fine job that Jon did when faced with re
calcitrant writers, copy deadlines, office
work and demands from various groups. We
hope that in his position as senior editor,
this minor dean of American journalism
will continue to give his. valuable aid and
advise.
The President of the National Catholic
Education Association, the largest private
education association in the world, recently
appointed Professor William D. Valente of
the Villanova Law School to serve on the
National Council of Catholic Education.
The Council was recently formed to serve
as a Board of Advisors to the Chairman of
the Board of NCEA, and will include
specialists from all dioceses m the country.

THE

tions, spouse abuse cases; bankruptcy; con
sumer protection; eviction prevention; en
forcement of habitability requirements; will
drafting, guiirdiimships; nursing home
protection, social security benefits cases.
The government benefits or administrative
law unit of the program has been revised to
accomoodate the increase of cases resulting
from the government policy of cutting
benefits to many people. TTiis requires
people eligible for and presently receiving
benefits to fight to get them back. Under
the revision, more third years students will
be working in this area. Several second year
students will work in the Social Security
area with 3L's. Under Social Security rules
any competent person may represent a
cause, this 2L's may be able to conduct
hearings.
The 25% funding cut to the Legal Ser
vices Corporation imposed by the Reagw
administration has had similar impact at
the local level and forced other revisions in
VCLS. The second year program is being
reorganized into six areas: an advice and
referral unit, involving work in government
benefits, housing and family law; a
domestic/divorce unit, expanding the
program to include divorce cases for the
first time; social security, preparing and
presenting cases; veterans benefits, in
volving work similar to the social security
unit; bankruptcy, including work at a
bankruptcy clinic. The program will also in
clude three one-student projects in law
reform in the areas of housing, education
and adoption.
VCLS is managed jointly by Prof. Gold
berger, Mrs. Jane Anderson and the student
board. The board consists of three third
year and two second year students who keep
Prof. Goldeberger informed on the field
work, represent VCLS to the SBA, make
police decisions and manage the bank
records for the travel funds. Mrs. Anderson
runs the office of the Law School and has
since the program became an accredited
course in 1975.
The future of VCLS is in no immediate
danger despite the federal government's
dislike for legal services for poor people.
Funding for the program is a combination of
federal and state money, and state money is
still available. Further cutbacks in federal
funding may put the Legal Services Cor
poration" in a precarious position, however,
since the need for services is increasing.

for the graduating class will be held on Sun
day, March 21, 1982 at ll:00 a.m. in the
cafeteria. This year's guest speaker will be
Edward G. Rendell, Class of 1968, District
Attorney of Philadelphia. A champagne
reception will follow the brunch where
students can meet with the officers and
other members of the Alumni Association,
faculty, and Board of Consultors. Third
Year Students — mark your calendars and
do plan to join us. Invitations will be forth
coming. Any question can be directed to
Mr. D'Afflbrosio, the Alumni Director.

All letters to the editor should be
double ^aced and typed. Deadline
for next issue is February 15th.
Please place under the door of the
Docket Office.

Editor-in-Chief

Dave Eddy
Tony Green
Teresa Nazario
Andy Zeldin

Senior Editor

Jon Birnl<rant
Copy Editor

Assistant Editors

Kevin Gleason

Bill Brown
Keith Kirsch
Mark Arrigo
Maria Ventresca

Photography Editor

Faculty Advisor

Ronnie Cubit
Mary Jane Wenk

Professor John Cannon

WOMEN'S LAW CAUCUS CAREER DINNER
The Women's Law Caucus Career Op
tions Dinner, on November 16th was a
smashing success. Those in attendance (ap
proximately 50 students and guests) felt
that the event was a valuable and informa
tive one, and should be repeated at least
once a year.
The speakers were Dana Breslin, of the
Delaware Comity Legal Assistance As
sociation, Inc., Ann Nevel of Cohen,
Shapiro, Polisher, Shiekman & Cohen,
Hedy Powell from Wyeth Laboratories, Lyn
B. Schoenfeld of Richard, Brian, DiSanti &
Hamilton, and Mara Stratt from Mesirov,
Gelman, Jtiffe, Cramer & Jamieson.
The five Villanova Law School graduates
spoke of their experience in each of their
chosen fields of law (which included tax, en

vironmental and corporate law), how they
found their jobs, the circumstances of
changing a job, and some of the positive and
negative aspects of being a female attorney.
Cyndi McNicholas, one of the six chair
persons of the Women's Law Caucus, feels
that the program gave participants a sense
of the considerations relevant in plEtnning a
career in the law, and some insight into the
life of a lawyer.
The guests also gave 4-star ratings to the
dinner itself which was held in the
cafeteria. Caucus Secretary Helga Mayer
Woods, who chaired the dinner committee,
enlisted Jim Lawless to act as the chef. The
meal included crepes, salad, French bread,
wine and Eissorted homemade desserts.

CHAMPAGNE?
The Third Annual Champagne Brunch

DOCKET

Associate Editors

The Women's Law Caucus: Lyn Schoenfeld, Dana BresUn, Hedy Powell, Cyndi
McNicholas, Co-Chairperson, Ann Mevel, Mara Stratt, and Fran Visco, Co-Chairperson.

Ad IManager

Mary Young

Staff: Sheldon Bass, Collette Buchanan, Chris Dahlstrom, Andy Demarest,
Dan Gibson, Steve Imms, Rob Sachs, Richard Verner, Chip Lamason, Kevin
Peck, and perhaps Eric Freed.

THE DREAM CONTINUES
By Derrick Coker
1955-1968. During those years the United
States witnessed various memorable events
and occurrences. The conclusion of the in
volvement in a Cold Wtir, the Korean War,
and the beginnings of our involvement in a
Vietnam War. The assumption of the
stewardship of this country by men named
Truman, Eisenhower, Kennedy and John
son. The beginnings of the exploration of
space by humans. The fintd 13 years of the
life of a remarkable citizen, and his is
suance of a challenge to the people of this
country.
The Reverend Dr. Martin Luther King,
Jr. was 26 years old when he emerged as a
salient, integral part of the history of the
United States. During the last 13 years of
his life (he was 39 when gunned down), the
Rev. Dr. King worked passionately to make
life in the United States — for all citizens
— come within the definition of "civiliza
tion ... an improved and progressive con! dition of the people . . . not merely in
material achievements, in accomplishments
and accumulation of wealth, or in the ad
vancement in ... knowledge, but also in
doing of equal and exact justice." Notwithstanding the enactment of the
Fourteenth and Fifteenth Amendments to
the United States Constitution a century

before his senseless inurder, though his
people were technically citizens and
privileged to vote they were still denied
"equal and exact justice." Dr. King saw
that this was concurrently the "land of op
portunity" and frustration of the same; the
"land of equality" and flagrant denial of the
same. Through his mode of nonviolent,
direct, moral, psychological and spiritual
confi-ontations. Dr. King sought to convert
this into a country of justice — for all.
For thirteen years the Rev. Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr. challenged this country.
He tirelessly worked towards true "integra
tion . . . making whole or equal; bringing to
gether different groups (as races) as
equals." The Civil Rights Acts of 1957 and
1964 may be construed as tangible effects of
advocacy such as Dr. King's.
Suddenly — he was murdered. But that
did not extinguish Dr. King's dream and
challenge to the American people. The
challenge of bringing together the different
groups in this country, as equals, continues.
The challenge of providing all citizens with
equal protection of equal civil liberties con
tinues. The challenge of transforming this
into a true "civilization" continues. The
challenge of the Reverend Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. continues: dare we accept
it?
Derrick Wayne Coker
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ALMA MATTER

VILLANOVA LAW SCHOOL EMPLOYMENT STATISTICS
EMPLOYMENT AREAS
4972

1979

1980

48.02X

53.0%

47.2%

59.6%

6.57Z

15.5%

10.8%

6.7%

Government

17.75%

8.5%

12.5%

11.5%

Judicial Clerkship

15.13%

16.5%

19.3%

18.3%

7.2%

4.0%

3.4%

i.o:^

2.63%

0,5%

1.7%

Private Practice
Corporate Legal

Legal Services
Military
Other

.
•-

;

2.5%
+2.0%
5.1%
152
175
176
^Figures for 1981 are as of Uct. 1981. Class size is 209.

Private Practice
Corporate Legal
Government
Judicial Clerkship
Other-Military
Legal Services

-

SALARY FIGURES
Low
High
Average
1980
1979
$12,000 $25,000
$10,000 $35,000
$18,000
$19,286
$15,000 $27,000
$14,000 $26,100
$16,500
$18,515
$16,000 $22,000
$12,800 $23,395
$17,300
$17,673
$10,500 $18,000
$12,000 $25,000
$13,500
$17,840
$18,960 $28,000
$22,989
$15,000 $18,500

1981^

•

2.9%
104

1981
$13,000 $42,000
$17,500

$26,500

$15,600

$24,000

$13,000

$22,460
$27,000

$16,166

It is important to note that many graduates refused to report their incomes.
Practicing in Pennsylvania-1979-71X
1980-66.3%

{Continued from page 1)
meetings given by the Placement Office.
Realism though, warns Dehne, should not
give way to panic. Ideally the cool and
calculated search for one's future will be
conducted in a large, sedate surrounding
where students can come in for a relaxed
twenty minutes between classes and gather
information.
Spatially
and
tem
peramentally, this aim has not necessarily
been achieved the past semester where the
placement office at times has taken on the
frantic air of the United States Embassy in
^aigon before the fall, what with the future

marine corp JAG Ward Scott urging the
thronging multitudes not to panic.
However, this will be or should be a scene
from the past according to Dehne as
Villanova
Law
Students
become
sophisticated and realistic about their
careers.

By Keith Kirsch
For only the second time in its history,
Villanova Law School will have a yearbook,
but its publication is being met with almost
overwhelming student and faculty apathy.
Last year, the first time it was published,
the yearbook was hastily thrown together in
the Spring. The result was a thin volume
with two-thirds of its pages being pictures
of the faculty and the graduating class.
Because of the short amount of time
available to prepare, print and sell the book,
only a small number of advertisements
could be solicited to support its costs; the
book itself was little advertised. Still the
yetirbook sold almost two hundred copies.
With that encouragement, the yearbook
staff began work on this year's yearbook at
the beginning of the fall term. Under the
editorship of Dick Ashenfelter and Ronnie
Cubit, its coverage was expanded; besides
the faculty and third year class pictures
almost all the various law school student
groups pictures will be included. There will
be many more activity pictures, the idea
being to include as many of the law students
in the book as is possible.
To cut the costs of publishing the year
book, which is funded by the Student Bar
Association, a push was made for ad
vertising. Businesses in a wide area around
the law school were approached several
times, and over 120 firms were contacted to
advertise in the Yearbook. Many respon
ded.
However, the response of students and
faculty to the current yearbook has been
several levels below enthusiasm. A special

sale in October and November in which the
book could be ordered for $3.00 less than its
$15 published price resulted in under 25 or
ders. Also, as of this time, no faculty mem
ber has ordered it.
Why is the school so apathetic? Students
told sales representatives of the yearbooks
among other things that, the idea of a year
book was "highschoolish," that anything
over ten dollars was too much, and that they
were afraid they would not be in it.

The sales representatives argued in
return that a yearbook w£is uniquely ap
propriate to a law school where, unlikecollege, classes were small and everyone
knows almost everyone else. To support
this they pointed out that many law schools,
such as Penn and Harvard, have had year
books for years. Also the price, considering
today s publishing costs and the newness of
the yearbook, were, at the least, reasonable
and that the increased coverage should
result in the inclusion of any law student
who spends any amount of time around the
law school.
How the sales of this year's yearbook go
could determine whether Villanova Law
School has a yearbook in the future. In
creased advertising has greatly cut publica
tion costs so that the breakeven point in
sales is only about 250 volumes. Still with
the little enthusiasm for the book among
the students and faculty the SBA may de
cide that the efforts in putting together a
yearbook are not worth the result.
Keith Kirsch is advertising editor of the
yearbook.

GREEN ACRES

— A Monthly Colum n by Tony Green —

By Anthony Green
what you can do. Can you talk? Are you ar
This has to be a first, something for the
ticulate? Do you wear polyester suits or
Guiness Book of World Records. Here I am,
shoes from Fayva? Do you spill food on your
Winter Placement Office Hours
starting this new column for the Docket.
lap? Do you tremble when the secretary
are 9 a.m. to 9p.m. Monday through
And I have nothing earth-shattering to
hands you a cup of coffee in their precious
Thursday. FrCiays, 9 to 5.
write about. Nothing much to say.
china as you are sitting on one of their ex
In my defense I should tell you that
pensive sofas which is sitting on an authen
columnists often come across this particu
tic Oriental rug? Can you dance? Can you
lar problem: three pages of space to fill and
sing?
nothing much to put on the paper. But this
It is just like "A Chorus Line." As a mat
particular malady usually doesn't hit with
ter of fact they might as well just go the full,
the first column.
route and rent a center city theatre and
— Seminar on Feb. 27th —
Well, it isn't exactly accurate that I had
have the spotlight pointing at you. as they
By Andy ZeWa
tion is declared unconstitutional may the absolutely no inspiration. I had a few ideas
sit in the fifth row in the dark. Dance, ten.
On Saturday, February 27, the Law
Court require that municipality to pay that but they weren't exactly stimulating enough
Law review, three.
School's Center for Continuing Education
developer "interim damages" for his loss of to cover three sheets of paper.
But there wasn't enough there, either.
will hold a seminar dealing with the
use during that period? The Supreme
Now, what do columnists usually do when
Besides, if I were to try to stretch it out I'd
liability of municipalities for improper
Court, in a recent case has indicated that a they have nothing to say. Usually they'll dig
have to name names and make fun and that
zoning practices. The day long seminar en
"temporary taking" requires the payment of into one of their drawers for a few letters
wouldn't do anybody any good at all
titled "The Price of Unconstitutional
those -damages. Another issue facing the written to them in response to a controver
Besides, I'm not into professional suicide.
Zoning" will include a panel of five at
municipalities is their liability for -violating sial column and talk back. I can't do that.
In the same vein, I got an idea for another
torneys who will address issues which are
the rights of developers to a fair hearing un I've never gotten any letters about anything
list. (Would-be-columnists have a special
of particular relevance to municipal officers
der the due process clause. Under USC 1983 I've written in the Docket. I've written
place in their heart for lists. They're so
and land deyelopers as well as to their
the developer may not only be entitled to a about such tacky things like students
easy). Such lists usually contain ten items.
respective counsel.
new hearing but to damages as well. This picking their nose in the law library and • Once again, I couldn't quite make it.
The seminar focuses on the legalities of
seminar is particularly well suited to that I've never gotten a damn letter, no respect.
This would be a list of the ten questions
the practices that municipalities engage in
goal.
I should eventually write a column en
that I never wwt to hear again now that the
to exclude development within their com
As director of the Center for Continuing dorsing animal abuse. Animal abuse is just
interviewing season is over:
munities and the relief available to
Education program, Professor Cohen is about the most controversial thing that
1. In two years, where do you see your
developers who claim to have suffered
in charge of the logistics, registration, and anyone can write about.
self?
economic damage as a result of the or
publicity as well as coordinating -with the
But I've decided to let the, animal abuse
2. Or the ever popular: ( What would you
dinances. For example, a city which decides seminar course planner. The course plan column wait for another month and give you
like to be when you grow up?
to exclude low-income housing from its
ner for this particular seminar is Professor the beginnings of my ideas which couldn't
3. Why did you leave reporting for law
community may find that its zoning or
John Hyson, an expert on land use law. He quite make it. So this is sort of my writer's
school?
dinances violated the state or federal con
has developed the topic and selected the notebook of half-baked ideas.
4. What kind of law would you like to
stitution. However, it is unclear, especially
I thought that my most lucrative idea
panel for this seminar and also integrated
practice? (Like I really know).
in view of the complex Act 249 of 1978,
the panel's own materials. Professor Hyson would projjose that Villanova launch a
5. Do you control any business? (More
enacted by the Pennsylvania General
teaches Land Use Planning and Environ series of more interesting courses, courses
literally: Can -you bring us any clients?)
Assembly, whether that developer is then
mental Law at the Law School and has also that couldn't possibly prepare one for the
6. What course did you like the most?
permitted to build what he wants (and
published several articles relating to ex bar, basically, courses for jocks. The
7. Cold enough for yah?
where he wants it). Some zoning ordinances
clusionary zoning, including one recently following are two examples. (There are just
Great end for a movie about a kid who
(such as conservation-oriented restrictions)
two because I couldn't think of anymore
published in the Villanova Law Review. He
cracks up during his first year in law
are struck down by Courts because they
which were all that funny).
will be joined on the panel by Professor
school: call it Paper Chase II: The
deprive the landowner of any reasonable
Criminal
Procedure
on
Daytime
Walter J. Tfiggart, an expert on the Federal
Kingsfieldesque contracts professor (hope
use of his land. If a "confiscatory" con
Court System who teaches Modern Land Television — An in-depth analysis of how
fully played by Houseman if he's not too
servation or growth control zoning restricthe writers on soap operas unwittingly
Transactions and Federal Courts and has
busy doing commercials) calls on the star
always leave the defense lawyers with po
authored parts of Moore's Federal Practice.
(probably played by Timothy Hutton).
tential technicalities to get the star out of
Additional members include; Richard P.
Camera zooms in tight. Hutton squirms;
trouble. There could also be a "Tax Con
McBride, partner, McBride, Murphy &
sweats).
Teacher: Well, Mr. Fields give us the
Sudfield, the litigator in many- major cases sequences of Daytime Television."
ONLY AT
Red Star case.
WASPs and the Law — Most schools
defining a developer's right to relief; Robert
Student: Uh, uh. (Long pause. Tension
have such ethnic tyjje courses. Penn, for
S. Ryan, Partner, Drinker, Biddle & Reath,
example, gloats of having Circuit Court
mounts). I'd really like to give you that
author of Pennsylvania Zoning Law and
case, sir. But first I'd like to sing you a lit
Judge Higginbotham teaching a course on
Practice; Wendy U. Larsen, Partner, Ross,
tle song. (He rises, twirls the microphone
Race and the American Legal Process.
Hardies,
O'Keefe,
Babcock
and
Parsons
of
PIZZA, STEAKS,
around and unbuttons his shirt down to his
Chicago Illinois a firm which has litigated
Temple inevitably teaches a Judaic a Law
HOAGIES&DELI
navel, revealing several pieces of gold
extensively throughout the country in land
course. Villanova should follow suit with a
jewelry). Whether I'm right. Or whether or
use
cases.
Ms.
Larsen
served
as
counsel
for
course
chronicaling
the
contributions
of
Speedy Take-Out And
wrong. Whether I find my place in the sun
the city of Lafayette, Louisiana in the land
WASPs in the Law. The course would dis
mark case of Hernandez V. City of Lafay
Delivery Service
. . .I've gotta be me. I've gotta be me . . .
cuss matters such as the crime of wearing
ette.
(Camera rolls back to reveal the Count
docksiders with socks in the summertime.
The seminar costs $85 ($70 for alumni)
Basie Orchestra. He finishes the song and
Golly!
Phone: 527-3606
and includes limch, soft drinks, coffee and
walks cooly out of the room. The class ap
I also thought that I could write a
Open 'till 1:00 a.m., Sun.-Thurs.,
course materials. The course is geared for somewhat compelling column based upon
plauds. Credits roll). Unfortunately, I lack
'till 2:00 a.m., Fri. & Sat.
those attorneys who have had experience in my theory that law job interviews are
ed a beginning and middle for this film.
Located On Edge Of Campus At
zoning practice. Those interested are en analogous to getting a job as a dancer on
Well, that's about it. I think I've filled my
Spring Mill & Lancaster
couraged to call Mrs. Margaret Patton at
space with this drivel. Don't worry. Next
Broadway. They call you in for an audition.
215-645-7070.
month I'll have something to say. 'M^ybe.
You try to look your best. And they see

UNCONSTITUTIONAL ZONING AT VLS

Gourmet Junk Food
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OLD CHESTNUT SERIES
Clarence Darrow
Edited by Bill Brown
The audience that storms the box-office
of the theater to gain entrance to a sensa
tional show is small and sleepy compared
with the throng that crashed the courthouse
door when something concerning real life
and death is to be laid to the public.
The courtroom is a modern arena in
which the greatest thrills follow closely on
each other. The stage, the arena, the court
are alike in that each has its audience thir
sting to drink deeply of the passing show.
Those playing the parts vie for success and
use whatever skill md talent they possess.
An actor may fumble his lines, but a lawyer
needs to be letter-perfect; at least, he has to
use his wits, and he may forget himself, and
often does, but never for a moment can he
lose sight of his client.
Small wonder that ambitious, imagina
tive youths crowd the profession of law. In
this field the adventure of life will never
pall, but prove interesting, exciting and
changeful to the end. Not only will he have
the destinies of men to protect and
preserve, but his own standing and success
to create.
Always the element of luck and chance
looms large. A jury of twelve men is wat
ching not only the evidence but the attitude
of each lawyer, and the parties involved, in
all their moves. Every step is fraught with
doubt, if not mystery.
Selecting a jury is of the utmost im
portance. If the client is a landlord, a
banker, or a manufacturer, or one of that
type, then jurors sympathetic to that class
will be wanted in the box; a man who looks
neat and trim and smug. Every knowing
lawyer seeks for a jury of the same sort of
men as his client; men who will be able to
imagine themselves in the same situation
and realize what verdict the client wants.
Choosing jurors is always a delicate task.
The more a lawyer knows of life, human
nature, psychology, and the reactions of the
human emotions, the better he is equipped
for the subtle selection of his so called

- "ATTORNEY FOR THE DEFENSE"

"twelve men, good and true." Involved in it
all is the juror's method of speech, the kind
of clothes he wears, the style of haircut,
and, above all, his business associates,
residence and origin.
The litigants and their lawyers are sup
posed to want justice, but in reality there is
no such thing as justice, either in or out of
court. In fact, the word cannot be defined.
So, for lack of proof, let us assume that the
word "justice" has a meaning, and that the
common idea of the definition is correct,
without even seeking to find out what is the
common meaning. Then how do we reach
justice through the courts? The lawyer's
idea of justice is a verdict for his client, and
really this is the sole end for which he aims.
In the last analysis, most jury trials are
contests between the rich and poor. If the
case concerns money, it is apt to be a case
of damages for injuries of some sort claimed
to have been inflicted by someone. These
cases are usually defended by insurance
companies, railroads, or factories. If a
criminal case, it is practically always the
poor who are on trial.
The most important point to learn is
whether the prospective juror is humane.
The nature of the man himself is the
element that determines the juror's bias for
or against his fellow-man. Assuming that a
juror is not a half-wit, his intellect can
always furnish fairly good reasons for
following his instincts suid emotions.
Somehow, solemn people seem to think that
pleasure is wicked. Only the gloomy and
dyspeptic can be trusted to convict.
Shakespeare knew: "Your Cassius has a
lean and hungry look; he thinks too much;
such men are dangerous." You may defy all
the rest of the rules if you can get a man
who laughs. Few things in this world are of
enough importance to warrant considering
them seriously. So, by all means, choose a
man who laughs. A juror who laughs hates
to find anyone guilty.
Never take a wealthy man on a jury. He
will convict, unless the defendant is ac
cused of violating the anti-trust law, selling

worthless stocks or bonds, or something of
that kind. Don't take a mem because his is a
"good" man; this means nothing. You
should find out what he is good for. Neither
should a man be accepted because he is a
bad sort. There are too many ways of being
good or bad. If you are defending, you want
imaginative individuals. You are not in
terested in the morals of the juror. If a man
is instinctively kind and sympathetic, take
him.
Whether a jury is a good one or a bad one
depends on the point of view. I have always
been an attorney for the defense; I can
think of nothing, not even war, that has
brought so much misery to the human race
as prisons. And all of it so futile.
The courts may be unavailing, lawyers
stupid, and both as dry as dust, but the com
bination makes for something interesting
and exciting, and it opens avenues that
seem to lead somewhere. Liberty, lives,
fortunes often are at stake, and appeals for
assistance and mercy rend the air for those
who c£ire to hear. In an effort to help, often
a casual remark may determine a seemingly
vital situation, when perhaps the remark, of
all the palaver, was the least important one
breathed forth. In all questions men are
frequently influenced by some statement
which, spoken at the eventful time, deter
mines fate. The most unforeseen, ac
cidental meetings sometimes result in
seemingly new and strangely fateful family
lines. In fact, all that occurs in life is an
endless sequence of events resulting from
the wildest chance.
Lawyers, too, are important factors in the
outcome (of the trial). Lawyers are apt to
interpret deeds and motives as they wish
them to appear. As a matter of fact, most
actions are subject to various inferences,
sometimes quite improbably, but nonethe
less true. Identifications show common
examples of mistakes. Many men are in
prison and some are sent to death through
mistaken identifications.
One needs but recall the countless errors
he himself has made. How many have met

VLS PROFESSOR HEADS TASK FORCE
In 1980 CBS (Columbia Broadcasting)
donated $250,000 to a project entitled,
"Philadelphia: Past, Present, and Future."
The purpose of the project, under the direc
tion of Dr. Theodore Hershberg (Director of
th Center for Philadelphia Studies of the
University of Pennsylvania), is to in
vestigate certain aspects of Philadelphia's
past, present and future. Ten different task
forces were created to help facilitate the in
vestigation. The forces cover such topics as
transportation, poverty and unemployment,
education, housing, and "water, air and
waste."
East task force is divided into National
Consultants and Leaders drawn from
various federal and city officials, industry,
public interest groups and law professors.
The Philadelphia Electric Company and
Rohm & Haas are typical of the industries
represented. VLS professor John Hyson,
one of several law professors active in the
conference, was appointed Task Force
Leader for the Water, Air & Waste com
mittee, along with two other local at
torneys.
One of the objectives of each task force is
to summarize all information available
relating to the force's topic. With this in
mind, Professor Hyson wrote an "Interim
Report" of the "Water, Air, and Waste"
task force. The report, soon to be published
in final draft, summarizes the problems and
possible solutions facing the city of Phila
delphia in the areas of water, air and waste.
The issues discussed include the water
quality of the Schuylkill and Delaware
Rivers, solid and hazardous waste disposal,
sewage treatment, sludge disposal, the
quantity and quality of our drinking water,
and air pollution.
Professor Hyson hopes that the con
ference, which met last spring, will in
fluence the city to construct a waste-energy
steam plant. At present the city produces
one-million tons of solid waste each yesu*.
All of this waste is landfilled in New Jersey
after being incinerated. Recently, New Jer
sey attempted to prevent Philadelphia from
using their landfills. The U.S. Supreme
Court, however, ruled that New Jersey
could not place such restrictions on Phila
delphia. Professor Hyson believes that
there will be more lawsuits fought over this
issue and Philadelphia will have to either

fight more legal battles or find other ways
to dispose of its waste. One possible
solution is to burn the waste for energy.
As to what the energy produced should be
used for, one proposal would be to use it in
place of the oil-fired steam furnaces which
supply steam to the center city steam loop.
(The underground loop runs around the city
and supplies steam to various commercial
users). The current owner of the loop,
Philadelphia Electric, has voiced its desire
to sell the loop to the city. Like all
pro()osals, there are some drawbacks. As of
now, there is no place to put the burner.
Burning the waste for its energy will result
in air pollution. Although it might pass the
air pollution standards if located outside
the city, this would be too far from the loop
for its efficient operation. Another problem
is the high cost of the project. Professor
Hyson suggests that the high cost would be
counterbalanced to some degree by the
revenues collected from steam customers.
According to Professor Hyson, a less at
tractive alternative to trash energy would
be to simply incinerate the waste. Incinera
tion poses a major air pollution problem. In
fact, one of the major polluters in the city is
an incinerator located in' Roxborough.
Another alternative would be to bury the
waste in privately-owned landfills. This
solution, however, would be very costly. Not
only would the waste have to be trucked to
the sites but the city would have to pay for
use of the landfills.
The city has responded with much en
thusiasm to the trash-energy proposal.
Mayor William Green has been very
cooperative. For example, a pilot trashsteam project, to be used at the Navy Yard,
is in the planning stage. The funding
problem is expected to be remedied by the
Pennsylvania legislature who can help
finance the center city steam plant.
When asked why a television broad
casting Company would fund the Phila
delphia project. Professor Hyson said that
CBS felt it was part of their "social respon
sibility." Since the beginning stages of the
project, many corporations have donated to
the convention's cause.
Prof. Hyson has had a long interest in en
vironmental Law. After graduating from
Harvard Law School in 1967, he served as
Assistant Corporate Counsel to the city of

Boston where he became involved with a
number of environmental cases. One of his
most memorable environmental cases in
volved the enlargement of the runways at
Logan Airport in Boston. He explEtins that
in order to do this, part of the harbor,
surrounding the runway, would have to be
filled in. The city filed suit to stop the ex
pansion by demanding an environmental
impact report. If the runway were to be ex
tended, the planes would skim the roofs of
east Boston and the high noise levels would
interrupt classes in the local schools.
Professor Hyson also handled Boston's suit
to stop the landing of the supersonic trans
port plane (S.S.T.). Articles he has written
on naval use, environmental control and exclusionery zoning have appeared in the
Villanova Law Review and the Urban Law
Annual.

some person whom they believed to be an
old-time friend, and have found themselves
greeting a total stranger? This is a common
mistake made in restaurants and other
public places. Many identifications in court
are made from having seen a person but
once, and under conditions not critical.
Many are made from descriptions and
photographs, and urged on by detectives,
lawyers, and other vitally interest in the
results. From all of this it is easy to see that
many are convicted who are guiltless of
crime. In situations of strong agitation,
acquittals are rare, and sentences made
long and barbeu-ous and inhuman.
Biology and psychology, which form the
basis of understanding human conduct,
should be taken into account. Without a fair
knowledge of the mechanism of man, and
the motives and urges that govern his life, it
is idle to venture to fathom a situation; but
with some knowledge, officers and the
public can be most useful in preserving and
protecting those who most need such help.
The life of almost any unfortunate, if
rightly understood, can be readjusted to
some plan of order and system, instead of
left to drift on to ruin, the victim of
ignorance, hatred and chance.
When lawyers and courts, and laymen,
accept the scientific theory which the
physicians forced upon the world long years
ago, then men will examine each so-called
delinquency until they discover its cause,
and then learn how to remove the cause.
This requires sympathy, humanity, love of
one's fellow-man, and a strong faith in the
power and knowledge and experience to
conquer the maladies of men. The forum of
the lawyers may then grow smaller, the
courthouse may lose its spell, but the world
will profit a thousandfold by a kindlier and
more understanding towjird all humankind.
From Esquire Magazine, May 1936.
Copyright, 1936 by Esquire Publications
Inc.
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STEEL BAND
SEEKS LABOR
ALLOY
by Marc A. Arrigo

On Monday, January 18, 1982, the Law
School hosted another successful program
on Labor Relations under the direction of
Professor Hehry Perritt. The guest speaker
at the forum was U.S. Steel's James A.
Wilkinson, who spoke on developments in
the Pittsburgh Symphony's recent labor
negotiations. Mr. Wilkinson entered
government service upon graduating from
Georgetown in 1967 and only became what
he termed, "U.S. Steel's contribution to the
£irts," after receiving a law degree from
Ehiquesne in 1978. The very day after taking
the Pennsylvania bar, U.S. Steel flew
Wilkinson to Ambler, in suburban Phila
delphia, where the Pittsburgh Symphony
was holding its summer concert season.
Although the negotiations for the Pitt's new
contract had started before his arrival,
Wilkinson soon beciune one of the principal
negotiators in the detailed talks that were
to follow.

STUDENT FORUM

HOW HAVE YOUR PERCEPTIONS OF THE LAW
CHANGED IN YOUR THREE YEARS HERE?

I've come to realize that there isn't a Gilbert's for every subject.
Brian Linicome, Class of '82

1 have to sleep on it.
Eddie Loughran, Class of '82

1 always assumed that when you come tolaw school you would learn law. What 1
learned is how much more 1 have to learn.
Frank Arleo, Class of '82

I've come to realize the practical applica
tions of the law in a way that 1 can help
people.
- ^
Stephanie Brlody, Class of '82

I've learned that I'm going to spend the rest
of my life in the library, and I don't want to
do that. So I've decided instead to spend it
barefoot and in the kitchen.
Maura Kelly, Class of '82

I expected to be made into an advocate, not
a businessmaa
Gus Sellito, Class of '82

before you leave Law School forever to take
up the viola da gamba your Great-Aunt
Matilda left you when you were four and a
half, consider a few things. Your viola da
Music directors are, in theory at least, gamba might be a family heirloom but it is
also part of management. But since most not a Guaneri or Stradivari di Cremona. A
conductors were once musicians, emd may good instrument can easily cost $100,000,
still be card-carrying members of the and this is not even considering a
American
Federation
of
Musicians Cremonese. Most orchestras provide low in
(A.F.M.), this can lead to confused situa terest loans and good salaries, so the loans
tions. Music directors also tend to want to can be paid off. Without these loans and
be friends with the musicians. Although salaries a musician could never purchase
there is nothing wrong with this in itself, the kind of instrument needed to. produce,
the fact that they often lack business ex only after much practice, the quality of
pertise tends to turn casual remakrs made sound necessary for a truly great orchestra.
in conversation into supposed commitments
And if musicians could not buy these in
management never intended to make.
struments in the first place, you might as
"This causes innumerable problems for well not pretend to have an orchestra.
labor lawyers, especially if they do not want
"Okay," you're saying, "that explains the
to be accused of putting gags on music
salary but the hours more than make up for
directors."
the cost of an instrument!" In your case,
But by far the most interesting people in you might be right. You only have to worry
"symphony labor relations" are the about practicing on top of the 20 hours per
musicians. With only the top 100 musicians week. Now your little brother, who plays
in each of the 12 to 15 major orchestras, the flugelhorn, is a different story. For him,
these 1,500 individuals out of the total there is something called hornplayer's lips.
population are in a very real sense a A hornplayer, just like any other musiciEtn,
national
treasure.
They
may
be may hit his stride in his twenties and soon
professionals, but first, last and always they hit a plateau where he will remain for the
are artists. As such, according to Wilkin rest of his professional career. But unlike
son, "they often espouse a value system in other musicians, "hornplayers can play no
which things are either right or wrong. more than 20 hours a week or else their lips
With little room for logically derived com will go and they will not be good for much
promises." The flip side of this self-image but a lot of sour notes. And few and far be
as an artist is that although almost all tween are hornplayers who can make it
musicians are members of the A.F.M., pro- much past age 50 without their lips giving
union sentiment is often weak and there is out. When this happens, there is no
an aversion to manning a picket line in the question of forced retirement, either you go
middle of a strike. Again, unlike industry, gracefully or your peers will encourage you
there are few work jurisdictional problems. to go in no uncertain terms rather thsm see
"There just aren't that many oboists trying the reputation of the orchestra decline.
to get into the celloists section."
Maybe you find being a has been by 50 an
Orchestra musicians differ from other attractive idea but why not ask your little
union works in many other ways, most brother, he's the one with the flugelhorn
notably salaries and working conditions. All anjrway.
concert musicians, regardless of in
The labor relations of a symphony or
strument, receive a base salary. Depending chestra are full of interesting anomalies.
on the quality of their play (i.e., first Whether an orchestra records directly from
violinist) they may be appreciably above a P.B.S. broadcast, such as "Andre Previn
scale. A musician in an orchestra like the and the Pittsburgh Symphony," or has a
Pittsburgh Symphony will receive a starting special recording session to cut a record,
salary of about $30,000 a year for working little money is made in classical records on
20 hours a week over six days, with seven this side of the Atlantic anymore. The few
weeks paid vacation and a trip to Europe or records that are made are more a matter of
the Orient every second or third year. But prestige than profit. But when the Blues

Brothers used a 15 yecu- old Pittsburgh
recording of Wagner's "Ride of the
Valkyries" in the chase scenes in Chicago
the movie company searched out all the per
formers in order to distribute royalties.
Then there was that incident with the
second harpist last year. The Pittsburgh
Symphony uses a second harpist less than
half a dozen times in an entire season but
she is still paid each week as though she
worked every week because of th A.F.M.
contract. Sure enough, one of the five times
she was needed last season her section of
the orchestra was scheduled for one of its

eight weeks of paid vacation (the new con
tract had added another week of vacation).
So the orchestra had no choice but to go out
and hire a part-time harpist for the week.

All labor negotiations are different and,
to a high degree, take on the character of
and are colored by the personalities of the
individuals involved. Because it is difficult
to talk after the fact with objectivity about
decisions made in the heat of negotiations,
Wilkinson only touched lightly on the four
orchestra agreements reached since 1972
and concentrated on the evolution of sym
phony labor relations and trends.
While speaking from a management per
spective, Wilkinson was able to convey
some of the variety involved in labor law
practice and the qualities that in many
ways make the problems of a symphony or
chestra unique in the field of labor
relations. On the managerial side, the board
of directors of the symphony is made up of
prestigious members of the community,
especially from industry and law. Wilkinson
noted that, "board members usually lack
expertise in this area and have to be
educated to the fact that concert musicians
cannot be treated the same way as in
dustrial workers." TTie biggest task for
labor lawyers representing management
becomes to convince the board to set out
general parameters and to allow counsel to
maneuver within those limits without un
due interference.

The Law School is indebted to Mr.
Wilkinson for a fine job of explaining some
of the intricacies of labor relations of a
symphony orchestra but as for me, I think
I'll leave the tuba in the closet and stick to
Louisell on Evidence.
(Warning: The opinions expressed in this
article are in no way to be construed as
those of the author).

ON THE DOCKET
February 1, 1982
February 2, 1982
February 2, 1982
February 4, 1982
February 10, 1982
February 10-22, 1982
February 17
February 19, 1982
February 20, 1982
February 20, 1982

Reimel Moot Court Quarterfinal Arguments
VLB Graduate Taw Policy Honors Seminar
Young Lawyers Section of the Penna. Bar Association will
sponsor a lecture on "The Nuts and Bolts of Practicing
Law" and the speaker will be Mark Sigmon.
Donald Walsh, Gen. Counsel Sun Oil speaking on the prac
tice of law in a corporate legal department
SBA sponsored Roller Skating Party
Registrar requesting member of Class of 1982 to complete
form requesting diploma.
Alumni Association Board Meeting
Women's Law Caucus Coffee House. ~
LSAT
Ski Trip to the Poconos

COMING EVENTS
February 23
February 27
March 13
March 21
April 3
April 17
May 17 and 18
June 13-18
(exact date to
be later set

Chester County Alumni Cocktail Reception, West Chester Golf and
Country Club
Seminar; "The Price of Unconstitutional Zoning." Sponsored by the
Center for Continuing Legal Education
Villanova Law Review Symposium: Constitutionality of Congres
sional Limitations on Supereme Court and Lower Federal Court Ju
risdiction
Champagne Brunch for Third Year Students sponsored by the
Alumni Association
Seminar; "Critical Aspects of Financial Litigation and Financial
Strategy of the Pennsylvania Divorce Code" Sponsored by the
Center for Continuing Legal Education
Reunion — Class of 1967
Seminar; "Transportation and Labor Issues in the '80's" Sponsored
by the Center for Continuing Legal Education
Seminar: "The Bankruptcy Code Re-examined" Co-sponsored by
ALI-ABA and the Center for Continuing Legal Education
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From Profligate t o M e n d i c a n t :
— The Saga of t h e Augustinians—
In the following two part series on
the Augustinians, Marc A. Arrigo,
an obscure Augustinian authority,
traces the slender threat of this
monastic group from its early days
to its present. Villanova Law School
is undoubtedly the crown jewel of
this teaching order and therefore the
Docket feels this article, though
steeped in history, is a must for all
graduates of this institution.
by Marc A. Arrigo
Aurelius Augustinus of Tagaste, North
Africa was the son of St. Monica, a
Christian, and Patricius, a pagan, and was
himself a pagan. By his own Confessions,
Augustine was a profligate, a "consorter
with at least two concubines and the father
of an illegitimate son." But more than this,
and above all else, Augustine was a seeker
of wisdom. An excellent student, his search
for understanding led him from paganism to
Manicheism to neo-Platonism. Fintdly, his
youth spent, Augustine left North Africa for
Italy with a group of friends in order to
establish a contemplative, austere com
munity. It was only later, in Milan, that
Augustine was converted to Christianity by
St. Ambrose.
Returning to North Africa, Augustine
maintained a contemplative communalistic
life while writing numerous philosophical
and theological tracts that later earned him
the title Doctor of the Church. Even after
being elevated V) Bishop of Hippo (396),
Augustine continued the rigors of his per
sonal regimen within his residence. While
never establishing an order or writing a rule
(constitution) himself, others, based on the
religious vows of absolute poverty, chastity
and obedience and Augustine's principles of
community and grace, formed enclaves
throughout the Western Mediterranean
basin. It is directly from these earlier com
munities that knew Augustine intimately
that the modern Augustinians trace their
origin.
From 1215 onward, it was no longer
possible to establish a religious order
without an approved rule, a central govern
mental body and the blessing of the
Apostolic See. So, in 1243, Innocent IV gave
his approbation to the Rule of St. Augustine
and within a year 70 monastaries in
Tuscany, Spain, Germany, France and
England were organized into a Tuscan or
der. This "Little Union" was followed in
1256 by the "Great Union," which joined
the 26 houses in Lombardy and the
Romagna and the 46 houses in the Italian
Marches to the Tuscan provinces, and were
together consolidated into the Order of Her
mits of St. Augustine (O.S.A.). From this
period on, "the origin vow of absolute
poverty was mitigated by the Pope (1256)
to permit goods to be held in the name of
the community when necessary." And over
the next two centuries the order ac
celerated the transfer from rural her
mitages to the more active life of the
rapidly developing Renaissance urban cen
ters.
By the end of the 13th century, the
Augustinians had organized themselves into
one of the new mendicant orders: "one
superior ruling over a general curia in
Rome for the entire order, which in turn
was distributed into provinces, each with
one major sujierior (provincial) subject to
the prior general, and one local superior
(prior) in each house. All except the local
superior were elected." Like other men
dicant orders, the Augustinians were
exempt from episcopal jurisdiction (the
same principle as in Civil Procedure — You
do remember that?) and came to be known
as friars (—Austin Friars) rather than her
mits. Yet, Augustine's ideas of a con
templative and solitary life together with an
active apostolate were never lost. Among
some of the prominent individuals of this
early period were St. Nicholas of Tollentino
(Tollentine Hall) and St. Clare of Montefalco (St. Clare Hall).
After the Great Union the order ex
panded into many new provinces. By the
dawn of the 14th century, there were 350
houses in 22 provinces totaling about 8,000
members throughout Western Europe and
the Holy Land. A century later, 125 houses
had been added to the order despite the loss
of 5,084 Augustinians to the Black Death
alone.
Although funds were often scarce, con
cern for maintaining the intellectual

tradition of Augustine led to the sending of
young friars to the universities of Bologna,
(or throughout Europe) Padua, Paris, Ox
ford, Rome, Naples and later, to Salamanca,
Cambridge and Cologne. In theology,
philosophy and education the Augustinians
made great strides. De Regimine Christiano
of Giacomo of Viterbo was the first treatise
on the Church. William of Oemona's
Refutatio Errorum disputed Marsiglion of
Padua's Defensor Pacis and Thomas of
Strassburg wrote extensively against
William of Ockham and the anti-Pope
Nicholas V.
In the wake of the Black Death and the
Western Schism the 15th century saw a
general religious decline. In reaction to
this, monastic discipline reasserted itself in
the mendicant • orders. Among the
Augustinians in Saxony, Andreas Proles,
the third vicar general, in his zeal for
reform, introduced the principle that
secular princes had the right, and even the
duty, to prosecute reform. His successor at
tempted, in 1510, to bring the whole
Jjrovince of Saxony under the strict observfintine reform rule. One of the ironies of
history is that Martin Luther, the
representative of seven observantine
Augustinian monasteries, vigorously ob
jected to the inclusion of all the
monasteries in Saxony along the lines of the
reform principles. Luther made an un
successful pilgrimage to Rome the next
year to appeal the decision. Before return
ing to Germany he developed an intense
loathing for the secularism and humanism
he found in Italy. Later, Luther left the
Augustinians and turned against the ob
servantine reformers after developing a new
vision of theology based on Augustine's em
phasis on the Scriptures and grace but now
for the first time divorced from works. A
former Dominican by the name of Huldrych
Zwingli, a contemporary and rival of Luther
carried the analysis one step further and
laid the groundwork in Switzerland for the
predestination and consubstantiation of
John Calvin. While only a handful of the
German
reformers
were
actually
Augustinians, like Luther, the fact that the
Reformation drew heavily on Augustine
resulted in a re-channeling, if not outright
suppression, of ideas within the order.
Still, even with the loss of the entire
English province in 1540, the order con
tinued to grow. So, by the middle of the 17th
century there were 1,000 monastaries and
20,000 friars. Much of the growth resulted
from extensive missionary work in the New
World, the Far East and Africa. The first
American foundation within the United
States was old St. Augustine's Church
(1796) in Philadelphia. This was followed 15
years later by St. Augustine's Academy,
from which Villanova University traces its
lineage. In January of 1842, the community
at St. Augustine's took possession of "Belle
Air," the estate of the Revolutionary War
officer and Philadelphia merchant, John
Randolph. A monastery was built on the
site and dedicated to the 16th century
Spanish Augustinian bishop and educator,
St. Thomas of Villanova. In time, the school
became known as Vill^ova and gave its
name to the surrounding community.
Today, the Augustinians constitute one of
the oldest teaching orders in the world and
maintain many secondary and postsecondary schools. The 24 provinces and 8
vice-provinces include 400 monastaries and
some 4,000 friars who serve in every con
tinent and in every corner of the world
promoting the same fundamental ideals
Augustine articulated 13 centuries ago.
(P.S. Why does this sound like something
that would come in a pamphlet with a form
at the end on how to get more information
on how to "become an Augustinian? Now
that I am finished, this seems like an even
worse story topic than when I started. Well,
who knows, and besides I still don't make
the decisions around here).
Marc A. Arrigo

Why is it that, though lawyers are trained
in the use of words as doctors are not, so
few of them can handle the English
language with terseness and with charm,
while so many doctors, from Osier through
Zinnsser and Heiser to Binger, write with
cultivation and distinction?
Lewis Gannett

(Continued from page I)
the money they receive. The employer in
stitution, either educational, governmental,
or non-profit, pays the student an hourly
rate. The bulk of that money is reimbursed
by the government with only a fraction paid
by the employer.
The law school has received additional
money to fund its loan program but this is
not nearly enough to make up for the losses
in other forms of aid. Ms. Mannix says that,
in addition, they are looking for outside
sources without much success so far.
Considering the serious changes that are
taking place in the financial aid programs,
students should begin now to make finan
cial preparations for next year. Any student
who believes he or she may need financial
aid should obtain applications immediately
and complete them as soon as possible. The
application for federal funds may be ob
tained at Kennedy Hall. Applications for
law school loans must be made through the
CAPSFAS program and these forms are
also currently available. Students are urged
to see if their banks may be willing to issue
loans for next year right now. This may
avoid new legislation effecting the loan
program. In addition, students should ac
tively pursue outside sources of aid. Com
munity organizations often offer scholar
ships or financial aid to members of pwticular groups, or the children of persons
who belong to their organization.

There is one more important step that
students can take: lobbying. Try to contact
the legislators on the committees con
sidering these programs. If it appears that
there is orgwized opposition to these cuts,
the legislators may not be so quick to follow
President Reagan's wishes.
If you do wish to write to these senators
or congressmen, the following is a list of
committee members who would be most in
terested in your opinions. But do not forget
about your own Congressman or Senator. If
the legislature votes t,o discontinue these
financial aid programs, some law students
(maybe even you) will not be able to con
tinue their legal education.
Members of House Subcommittee on
Labor, Health and Human Services,
Education and Related Agencies: W. H.
Natcher, D, Ky., Chairman, Neal Smith, D,
Iowa, E. R. Roybal, D, Calif., Louis Stokes,
D., Ohio, J. D. early, D, Mass., B. J. Dwyer,
D, N.J., So. O. Conte, R., Mass., G. M.
O'Brien, R, 111., C. D. Pursell, R. Mich., Bob
Livingston, R, La., J. E. Porter, R, 111.
Members of Senate Committee on Labor
and Human Resources — Subcommittee on
Education, Arts and Humanities — R. T.
Stafford, R, Vt., C!hairman, J. P. East, R,
N.C., Dan Quayle, R, Ind., L. P. Weicker,
Jr., R, Conn., Jeremiah Dalton, R, Ala.,
Claiborne Pell, D, R.I., E. M. Keimedy, D,
Mass., Jennings Randolph, D, W. Va., T. F.
Eagleton, D, Mo.

VLS STANDING
IN SUPREME COURT
By Maria Ventresca
The Supreme Court on January 12, 1982,
handed down a significant decision on the
issue of standing in the case of Valley Forge
Christian College v. Americans United for
Separation of Church and State, inc. This
case was successfully argued in front of the
Court by C. Clark Hodgson, Jr., a 1964
graduate of Villanova Law School. Hodgson,
who is a partner with the firm of Stradley,
Ronon, Stevens & Young, represented the
petitioners, Valley Forge Christian College.
This action was instituted after respon
dents, Americans United for Separation of
Church and State, Inc. learned from a news
release that the Dept. of Health, Education
and Welfare had transfered to petitioners
77 acres of surplus government property
located in Valley Forge, Pa. The property
was transferred pursuant to .the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act
of 1949, which authorizes HEW to sell or to
lease surplus government property to taxexempt institutions for health and educa
tional purposes. In setting the sale or lease
value of the property to be transferred, the
Act requires the Secretary of HEW to con
sider any benefit that may accrue to the
United States from the designated use of
such property, and to grant discounts,
known as "public benefit allowances," to
transferees. In exchange for its agreement
to use the property in conformance with
specified educational purposes for a period
of thirty years, HEW granted to the college
a 100% public benefit allowance. As a
result the property was transferred without
any financial payment by the (College.
The Valley Forge Christitm College is ad
mittedly sectarian. Operated under the
supervision of the Assemblies of God, the
College's primary purpose is to train
leaders for church-related activities.
In September 1976, two months after
learning of the conveyance, respondents
brought suit in the U.S. District Court for
the Eastern District of Pennsylvania to
challenge the conveyance on the ground it
violated the Establishment Clause of the
First Amendment. In its amended com
plaint, respondent described itself as a non
profit organization composed of 90,000 tax
payers. The complaint asserted that each
member would be deprived of the fair and
constitutional use of their tax dollar for
constitutional purposes in violation of their
rights under the First Amendment of the
Constitution.
The Court of Appeals had held that
although respondents lacked standing as
taxpayers to challenge the conveyance, they
had standing merely as "citizens" claiming
"injury in fact" to their shcu-ed individuated
right to a government that shall make no
law respecting the establishment of
religion, which standing was sufficient to
satisiy
the "case or controversy"
requirement of Art. III.
The Supreme Court in a 5-4 decision, one
of the more divisive rulings of this
Term, held that respondents did not suf-

ficiently allege any basis for standing to
bring suit. The Court stated that the
respondents were without standing to sue
as- taxpayers, because the source of their
complaint was not a congressional action
but a decision by HEW to transfer a parcel
of federal property and because the con
veyance in question was not an exercise of
Congress' authority conferred by the
Taxing and Spending Clause but by the
Property Clause. The Court also held that
respondents failed to identify any personal
injury suffered as a consequence of the
alleged constitutional error, other than the
psychological consequence presumably
produced by observation of conduct with
which one disagrees. The Court stated that
this is not injury sufficient to confer stan
ding under Art. III. While respondents are
firmly committed to the constitutional prin
ciple of separation of church and state, the
court stated that stEinding is not measured
by the intensity of the litigant's interest or
the fervor of his advocacy. In addition the
Court held that enforcement of the
Establishment Clause does not justify
special exceptions from
the standing
requirements of Art. III.
Professor William Valente, who was a
consultant to Hodgson in this matter, says
the decision puts a definite flap on the
opinion of Flast v. Cohen, and makes it
clear that Flast is an exception which the
Court has refused to widen.
Valente also thinks it is important to
recognize that the Court emphasized that
there should be no differences in the
requirements of standing between the
classes in the Constitution, and that the
Court rejected an attempt to rewrite the law
of standing and to establish special con
siderations for the Establishment Clause.
Justice Brennan in his dissent to
Rehnquists' majority opinion saw the
Court's opinion as "a stark example" of the
"unfortunate trend of resolving cases at the
'threshold' while obscuring the nature of
the underlying rights and interests at
stake," Prof. Valente thinks that Brennan's
opinion illustrates a typical trait of the latter's writing — to take a precedent, blow it
up, take sections of the opinion out of their
context, and apply the case to situations to
which the case was never meant to apply.
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THE ROAD LESS TRAVELED BY. ..
By F. E. Lamason
Happy New Year, gentle reader! As you
stumble through that cruel architectural
joke which is the juncture. of egress from
rooms 29 and 30 this term, imagine, if you
will, the joy of walking unjostled along
miles of the Appalachian Trail. No buzzer
portends a crush of weary bodies soaked in
clashing perfumes and colognes. Rather,
the burble of a small cold spring, at .seven
teen minutes to some unknown hour,
signals that it is time to sit in the middle of
the trail, perchance to think great thoughts
for a while or two, without fear of being
reduced to paste by a stampede of Adidas
and clogs.
Yet there is a limit to the benefits which
may be realized from the splendor of
solitude, which is to say that "one should
not stay out in the woods too long." This
description is often given to End-to-Enders
as they near completion of their 2000 mile
odyssey. It is appropriate. A strange glaze
clouds their eyes as they hike their twentyfive-plus miles a day, sustained by the
vision of reacculturating themselves into an
America they had left four months before.
One encounters these poor creatures
blissfully sleeping, in impossible con
tortions, across boulders, or huddled
around a candle in the dead of night, mum
bling incantations iigainst blisters and in
clement weather. Such driven wayfarers
have long since given up pursuing side trails
to scenic vistas (thereby keeping daily
mileage to a minimum), and some even
carry miner's handlamps that they may
hike at night to shave a few hours from
their trip.
Occasional conversations with End-toEnders are sadly routine, filled with dismal
tales of equipment failure and days lost to
injury or illness. They rarely have time to
sit and relax, and can cook and eat a freezedried spinach souffle in full stride. As their
jury-rigged packs recede into the distance
one thinks, "Yoiks, another soul who has
been out in the woods too long. There, but
for the grace of God, (and limited finances),
go I."
Fear not, dear friends! There are as many
breeds of backpseokers as there are inter
pretations of the fundamental right of
privacy, and the recurring theme, scrawled
in shelter registers, is that the chance en
counters with kindred spirits in the wild are
the most special memories of any trip.

While his ciassmates were enjoying summer jobs
that would place them on the road to success, one
student struck out for the Appalachian Trail in
Maine. Part 3 of this continuing series chronicles
several chance encounters with fellow wilderness
travelers.
Deer Island Andy was a quiet fellow. He
hiked in mismatched sneakers secured to
his feet by adhesive tape. Andy's trail
philosophy was to start with an empty pack
and collect cast-offs as he followed over
burdened hikers. Those who followed in
Andy's wake never saw any trash on the
trail, although he did leave a boot perched
on a rock for one less handsomely attired
than himself (Andy only needed one of the
pair which he found, you see, and his one
boot-one sneaker treadmarks would have
confoimded any tracker). Andy imparted to
us the secret of mountain sorrel, a clover
like plant which may be chewed in times of
low water. Its lemony taste causes one to
salivate, pure salvation to a parched throat.
It has already been my pleasure to
recommend to your acquaintance MotorMatt the Rainmaker. He acquired his
peculiar trail appellation for his fleetness of
foot, in no small part aided by his high-tech
boots. Wrought from the miracle fibre Gortex, each boot weighed scant ounces. Even
the slightest tail wind propelled Matt up
mountains effortlessly. Mot<jf-Matt also
consumed food with an alacrity belied by
his spare frame.
This talent arose of
necessity^ for being the youngest of fourteen
hungry children, the family dinner table
could not have been the scene of politeness.
Matt hailed from No-Name Lake, Maine. I
suppose that after identifying fourteen
children ... As to Matt's surname, to know
him is to love to hike through mud.
Southbound hikers, having overcome the
mountains and the mosquitos, face one last
challenge before emerging from the One
Hundred Mile Wilderness: they must pass
through the land of the Bodfish family.
Primarily through the efforts of Buford
Bodfish, a small farm has been carved out
of one end of the Barren-Chairback Range
Valley, and the Appalachian Trail leads to
the very doorstep of Buford's trailor. My
brother and I had arisen at 5:00 a.m. to
walk the fifteen miles into' the mighty

metropolis of Monson, and we were high
stepping, having exhausted our food supply
the previous evening. As we passed this odd
assortment of timeworn mobile homes, we
trod lightly lest we wake the inhabitants.
"Would you like a cup of water?!" •
boomed a pure Maine accent. Out of the
straw grass emerged the most innately
powerful man it has been my fortune to
avoid antagonizing. Though he stood, in his
laceless workboots, less than five and a half
feet in stature, it appeared that he was
rooted to and drew his strength from the
good Earth. His arms were corded with
muscle, no doubt from wrestling moose into
submission. How could we refuse his hos
pitality?
As we moved toward his trailer, I noted a
card table covered with bits and pieces of
metal and string, and a sign proclaiming
"Flea Market." We were told to speak up if
we wanted to buy anything from his collec
tion. But he could tell we were only window
shoppers.
The interior of his trailer befit the
lifestyle of a backwoods gentleman. 'One-ofa-kinds' lay carefully strewn across the
floor, countertops and furniture, arranged
as a child might organize dolls and stuffed
animals. The profusion of disassembled
electrical apparatus did not seem in
congruous, although the nearest power
outlet was a day's walk away. Throughout
the rusted menagerie swarmed at least
three full litters of kittens. Buford dipped
us each a cup of water out of a bucket £md
cleared off several frail chairs. We con
templated the strata of dust floating in the
water.
"Did you get the minge your way last
night?" he asked. No. "They kept the goat
up, she kicked me this morning . . . she's too
sore to be milked." As Buford talked, the
distance that separated our lives became
apparent. He told us of the years he had
spent trying to clear the up and down to the
lake, a half-mile away. Recently he had

given up. The land was now covered with
primary growth brush. Those same years I
had spent hunched over a desk, forcefeeding my brain. Buford allowed that he
was always too busy to finish any projects
around the house, and asked if we would
like to stay and work. Thoughts of breakfast
and laundromats in Monson caused us to
decline.
As we told Buford about ourselves, the
kittens began to swarm over us. Buford
swatted them away like deerfly. He was im
pressed that we had begun our trip at Mt.
Katahdin, but clearly thought we were tenderfeet for not completing the trip to
Georgia. Buford asked few questions of us,
but I could tell he was feeling lonely with
the thought of our imminent departure. As
we set down our half-finished cups to leave,
he began to abuse the kittens without com
ment or awareness of the impact the act had
on us.
We declined to pay him twenty dollars to
drive us into town, and felt guilty for not
reimbursing him in some way for our water.
As we walked up and out of his valley we
were quiet, and frequently looked over our
shoulders to see if we were being followed
by the man. We later learned that Buford's
nickname among backpackers is Bodfish
Manson, given out of a failure to un
derstand that though hikers pass through
the untamed country to such meccas as
Monson, and eventually return to civiliza
tion, Buford stays in the forest and sur
vives. The cords upon cords of neatly
stacked firewood next to his trailer give me
confidence that he still thrives.
Ah, column space runs short, just when
we were having such a good time. I must,
perforce, titillate your continued interest in
this cast of characters vdth vague promises
of things to come. Next issue: the Incident
at Black Brook Notch; Law and Order in
Monson; and a special guest appearance by
Kurt.
It is revolting to have no better reason for a
rule of law than that it was laid down in the
time of Henry IV. It is still more revolting
if the grounds upon which it was laid down
have vanished long since and the rule sim
ply persists from blind imitation of the
past.
Mr. Justice Holmes

Ubphole
byhal malchow

AS DEAN OF THE SIMOW LEGREE
SCHOOL OF LAW IT GIVES ME GREAT
PLEASURE TO WELCOME YOU TO THE
FIRST FACULTY ArtEETINe OF THE
NEW YEAR. BEFORE I PRaEED WITH
MV REM/\RKS, PRDFESSOg^OODHEAKT /
_ HAS A FEW VMQK05.^^1K

THANK VOU,DEAN WNDWIMPER. IN
MY SHORT TIME AT LEGREE, I HAVE
SENSED THAT WE OFTEN PLACE OUR
^&QALS FOR THE FUTURE LAVMVER
AHEAD OF THE NEEDS OF THE
.STUDENT AS A HUMAN

STUDENT AS AN INDIVIDUAL WHOLE
WITH UNIQUE TALENTS, ASPIRATIONS,
AND SENSITIVITIES. IN THE COMING
YEAR, I HOPE THAT WE CAN PROVIDE
^ OUR STUDENTS A HELPING HAND,
AN ENCOURAGING
WORD AND TlAAE
TO REFLECT ON
LIFES LARGER.
ISSUES.
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SPORTS ROUNDUP
By Steve Imms
Sports in America have been the subject
of a wide and varied series of criticisms, all
of which are valid, and as far as they go,
true. And yet, for all their essential sim
plicity, sports and those who practice them
"professionally" find themselves en
trenched in complexities apparently
created because we, "the beleaguered
FANS" do not appreciate those things
which we can easily understand. No,
somewhere along the line (perhaps as a
result of the increasing paternalism which
enveloped this nation after World War II as
a result of the efforts of FDR — but that's
another controversy) it was decided that
split seasons and second seasons, and play
off and "Post-Season Play" would be good
for the American Sportsman. For an exam
ple we need only look at the playoff system
invented by Pete Roselle and his selfsufficient henchmen/owners to decide who
will be entitled to play in the most
publicized, most covered, most boring (after
all the hype, what else could it be?) football
game of them all. Each year, at the begin
ning of December, newspapers all over the
country print the formula arrived at after
considerable deliberation and a toss of a
coin. And as I pursue this thought it is ob
vious that this is irrelevant in the context of
VLS, and yet it does have its point — really.
At VLS we have managed to evade and
ignore the pressures which pervade the

sports scene by the use of a neat little
device called apathy. And according to VLS
Softball Commissioner Joe Gachko this
apathy was no more evident than at the end
of last year's season when it was necessary
to cancel the playoffs for lack of interest.
According to sources close to the Com
missioner, the cold weather and the reluc
tance of most players to play only to have
The Runts win their second consecutive
title, spelled the demise of the season's
work, for Commissioner Gachko, who
retired at the beginning of this year, after a
long and distinguished csu-eer of service and
effort for the law school community.
On the lighter side of events, the intra
mural baisketball league has been formed
and play is scheduled to begin January 28,
with the league again split into competitive
and recreational divisions.
And finally, at their annual season's end
party last month, the revered Garey Hall
Rugby Club served up its traditional dishes
of spaghetti and awards, but the foul
weather decreased the turnout sub
stantially. As for the coming season. Coach
Art Sagnor is hopeful that an improved rec
ord will result, and with another season un
der everyone's belt and good health and
conditioning this hope may well become a
reality. Highlights of the Fall season, as
described by Coach Eddie Loughran, are
available for any and all occasions. For
more information, call (215) 555-1212, and
8isk for Eddie.
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FED. CT. JURISDICTION SYMPOSIUM

SUMMER SESSIONS

— Scholarly bnprimaiur on Moot Ct. Problem —
The Sixteenth annual Villanova Law Re
view Symposium will address the constitu
tionality of congressional limits on federal
court jurisdiction. The Symposium will
take place at 1:00 p.m., Saturday, March 13,
1982.
At present there are over twenty bills
pending before Congress which in one form
or another would preclude federal court
consideration of controversial social legis
lation such as abortion and school busing.
Although at various times during the his
tory of the Republic, there have been at
tempts to limit Supreme Court and lower
federal court jurisdiction, never has the
enactment of such' bills seemed more
feasible.
The Symposium topic should be recog
nized by many Villanova Law School stu
dents as one of the issues in the Reimels
and Moot Court II competition. The dis
tinguished panel will include: Kenneth R.
Kay, Esq., Chief Minority Counsel for the
Senate Subcommittee on Separation of
Powers; Professor Paul M. Bator of Har
vard Law School; Professor Leonard G.
Ratner of the University of Southern Cali
fornia Law Center; Professor Martin H.

Redish of Northwestern Law School and
Professor Charles C. Rice of Notre Dame
Law School.
Professor Redish has written "Federal
Jurisdiction; Tensions In The Allocation Of
Judicial Power," a hornbook used exten
sively by students in Professor Taggart's
courses on Federal Courts. Professor Bator
is co-author of the textbook used in the
course on Federal Courts. Professors Rice
and Ratner both have authored textbooks
and are well known as experts on the topic.
The moderator of the Symposium will be
the Honorable Dolores K. Sloviter of the
Third Circuit Court of Appeals. The dis
cussion will begin with each of the panelists
delivering a paper on the issue and will be
followed by a debate between the panelists.
The proceedings will then be opened to
questions from the audience. The Sym
posium proceedings, debate, and audience
questions, as well as the articles submitted
by the panelists, will be published in
Volume 27 of the Villanova Law Review.
Admission to the Symposium is free and
all students and guests are invited to a
reception at the Law School following the
Symposium.

WRITERS
EDITORS
PHOTOGRAPHERS
CARTOONISTS
AD SALESPEOPLE:

THE DOCKET
NEEDS YOU!

The Docket is a monthly newspaper
written and published by the
students at Villanova Law School.
We won't take much of your time
and we'd really love to have you
join us. Leave a message for Dave
Eddy on the Message Board or
drop by our office across from
Student Services.

On Friday, January 22,1982, the Villanova Student Bar Association, under the direction
of Fran Lanni, held its second annual volleyball tournament. Fourteen teams participated
in the event, each composed of three women and three men from the law school. After six
hours of intense competition, the team of Slade McLaughlin, Chet Dudzik, Jim Preston,
Ronnie Cubit, Cathy Swift and Cindy Jaworski emerged victorious. The winners were
awarded a keg of teer for its effort.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT
SCHOOL OF LAW
SUMMER SESSION II

SUMMER SESSION I

July 12
Classroom Courses begin
May 24 Oassroom Courses begin
August 19
Clinical Courses begin ,
May 31 Classroom Courses end
Classroom Courses erxj
July 1. FinalExaminations August 21,23,25
Final Examinations
July 3,5,7
Clinical Courses end
July 23

COURSES

Administrative Law
Independent Research
Civil Clinic
Tax Clinic
Judicial Cierl<ship
Federal income Tax
Trust - Estates
Housing Seminar
Securities Regulation
Labor Law
Land Use Planning
Municipal Law
International Law
Real Estate Transactions
Family Law
Products Liability
Russian Law

COURSES

Independent Researcli
Judicial Clerkship
Evidence
Legal Ethics
Uniform Commercial Code
Securities Regulation
Federal Courts
Environmental Law
Secured Transactions
Juvenile Law
Corporate Tax
Criminal Procedure - Adj.

The School of Law is located on Long Island Sound in
Southwestern Connecticut approximately ninety minutes
from New York City and thirty minutes from New Haven.
For Summer Session Catalog write to;
Summer Session Registration
University of Bridgeport School of Low
• 303 University Avenue
Bridgeport, Connecticut 06601
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